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1. Introduction. In the development of high quality software, formal methods and testing are used which are 
the main approaches [1]. The compiler must generate the correct object code because it is like heart in software 
problems [2]. A compiler can be described formally as C: SL->TL, where SL is the source language and TL is 
the target language. For verification of the compiler, we must take care of every part it. As we know lexical 
analysis is the first part of the compiler and its correctness is based on ases. Lexical analysis takes input as 
source code and produces tokens from it. These tokens must be valid because tokens are input of syntax analysis 
which checks the grammatical parts of program. In this paper, we formalize the lexical analysis into Z Notation 
for giving its correctness proof and it is also an application of integration of formal methods and automata. Z is 
a formal methods technique for checking the models. Formal methods are mathematical techniques for 
specification, verification and development of software and hardware system [5]. Formal methods can detect 
errors in the early stages [3]. Formal methods are applicable in many real time applications such as development 
of safety critical system, complex system and security critical system. Compiler correctness is not a safety 
critical application but if we want the error free compiler then we must take care of its backend as well as front 
end. The formal methods have powerful feature such as Schema calculus and mathematical logic which makes 
more suitable to the scenario we are working on [4]. There exist some work of interest, for example, In [7], it is 
worked out on the development and verification of the lexical analyzer. In [8], specification of compiler front 
end is written. In [9], the writer presents the development and formal verification of a compiler backend from C 
minor to PowerPC assembly code. In [10], the writer presents the verified compiler for the idealized assembly 
language from a small functional language. In [11], it is worked out on correctness proof of a substantial 
fragment of C0-to-DLX compiler. Gerhard Goos, describes the way to get the correct compiler for real 
programming languages and used abstract state machine for formalizing [2]. Thompson presents an 
implementation of regular expressions and finite automata in Miranda [12].  
 
Finite automata have different implementations therefore if we give a mathematical analysis and describe 
formal specifications of it before implementing them then correctness of the model can be argued [6]. There 
are some methods for verifying the compiler. First we assure that source code is correct and after verifying it 
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we compile the source code, we will get object code and we again assure that object code is correct, after 
verifying it we checked both source code and object code are semantically equivalent [13]. There are four 
necessary steps in the verification of compiler i.e. the semantics of source code, semantics of object code, a 
specification of the compiler itself and a proof that the compiler is meant preserving [14]. 
 
2. Formal modeling of Lexical Analyzer. Lexical analysis consists of four parts i.e. Identifier, Number, 
Punctuation marks and reserved words. First we describe the state diagram of Identifier then the formal 
specification of described in Z-eves. Following is the state diagram of the Identifier 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q ::= X0   | X1  | X2   | X3   | X4   | X5   | X21  | X6   | X7   | X8  | X9   | X10 
    | X11   | X12   | X13   | X14   | X15   | X16    | X17    | X18    | X19    | X20 
    | X22    | X23    | X24    | X25    | X26    | X27    | X28    | X29    | X30    
| X31 
    | X32    | X33    | X34    | X35    | X36    | X37    | X38    | X39    | X40    
| X41 
      
A ::= a    | b    | c    | d    | e    | f    | g    | h    | i    | j   | k    | l    | m    
| n    | o  | p    | q    | r    | s    | t    | u    | v    | w    | x    | y    | z    
| ea 
 
Op ::= lessthan | greaterthan | equalto | add | increment | mul | sub 
 
Q is the set of states, A contains the alphabets. 
 Æalpha: P A 
 «_______________ 
 Ætrue 
 
The alpha is set of all possible alphabets which are given for moving one state to another and Op contains the 
operators that are used in specification. 
 
Æalpha: P A 
Æoperators: P Op 
«_______________ 
Ætrue 
Digit1 is set of all digits which are less than nine because the compiler will read only one operator at a time and 
Operators are all possible operators which may be logical operators, relational operators and arithmetic 
operators. 
 X0 X1-
-----
Letter Other X2 
Letter or digit 
Fig: 2.1 Automata of Recognizing the 
Identifier 
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Ædigit1: P Z 
«_______________ 
ÆAd: digit1 • d ˘ 0 ¶ d ¯ 9 
Digit1 is set of all digits which are less than nine because the compiler will read only one operator at a time. 
Pun::= singleqstart 
      | doubleqstart 
      | singleqend 
      | doubleqend 
      | semicolon 
      | slash 
      | star 
Pun contains the punctuations symbols that are used in specification. 
 
»_LexicalAnalyzer_______________________________ 
Æstates: P Q 
Ætrans: Q x (digit1 x A) f Q 
Ætrans1: Q x Op f Q 
Ætrans2: Q x digit1 f Q 
Ætrans3: Q x Pun f Q 
Ætrans4: Q x A f Q 
ÆX0: Q 
Æfinals: P Q 
«_______________ 
Æ# states Î 0 
Æfinals z states 
ÆAq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1 
ÆAq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆAq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆAq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states • Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆAq0: Q; a: A | q0 e states ¶ a e alpha 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans4 (q0, a) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
Invariants:  
a) The set of states states is a nonempty set.  
b) The set of final states finals is a subset of states.  
c) For each input alphabet a and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, a belongs to alpha, d belongs to 
digit1, trans (q0, (d, a)) where transaction function acting on q and order pair (d,a) and  gives a next 
state.  
d) For each input operator op and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, op belongs to Operators, trans (q0, 
op)  where transaction function acting on q0 and operator op and gives a next state.  
e) For each input punctuation symbol p and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, p belongs to Pun, trans 
(q0, p) where transaction function acting on q0 and punctuations symbol p and gives a next state.  
f) For each input alphabet a and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, a belongs to alpha, trans (q0, a) 
where transaction function acting on q0 and alphabet a and gives a next state.  
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We introduced variable states to define the set of states of the Lexical Analysis. Each element q in set states is 
of type Q therefore states is a type of power set of Q. 
To describe the sets of input alphabet we describe the alpha as Power set of Q. The transition functions trans 
of type Q x (digit1 x A) f Q and trans1: Q x Op f Q 
 is introduced to describe the transitions of the Identifier and Operator for each input.              trans (q0, (d, 
a)) where q0 is a state and order pair is describe that alphabet may be digit or alphabets and there must be a 
unique output q1 of type power set of Q. 
The set of initial states X0 is of type power set of Q and the set of final states finals is of type PQ. The 
transition functions trans of type trans3 (q0, p) = q1 and       
trans4 (q0, a) = q1 is introduced to describe the transitions of the punctuation and reserved word for each 
input. 
 
IDTrans___________________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
Æed: digit1 
«_______________ 
Æ(Eq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 
Æ    | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 ¶ d = ed 
Æ    • (Eq1: Q | q1 e states • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)) 
Æ¶ (Eq1: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X1 ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 
Æ      • (Eq2: Q | q2 e states ¶ a = ea • trans (q1, (d, a)) = q2)) 
Æv (Eq1: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q1 e states ¶ d = ed ¶ q1 = X1 
Æ      • (Eq2: Q | q2 e states ¶ q2 = X2 • trans (q1, (d, a)) = q2)) 
–_______________________________________ 
 
Invariants:  
a) There exists a alphabet a and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, a belongs to alpha and d is empty 
digit denoted by ed. trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)   where transaction function acting on q and order pair 
(d,a) and give a next state q1 that is equal to X1.  
b) At X1, it can read both alphabet and digit but remains the same state X1. there is an or operator is used 
in specification because it can read alphabet or digit.  
      Ed stands for empty digit, it transaction reads the alphabet then it reads ed. ea 
 Stands for empty alphabet when the transition function reads the digit then alpha bet will be empty. 
Scanner will read only one character at one time. 
 
lessthan, lessthan equal to and not equal to.  
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»_OpTrans___________________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
«_______________ 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = lessthan ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X21 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X21 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X23 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = greaterthan ¶ q0 = X21 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X24 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X27 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X27 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X29 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
 
In operation transition operation, first we read the lexical analysis. 
Invariants: 
a) There exits an operator op and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, op belongs to Op and q0 belongs to 
state and q0 is equal to X21 and operator is equal to lessthan. trans1 (q0, op) = q1 where transaction 
function acting on q0 and operator op and give a next state q1 that is equal to X23. After reading the 
less than operator, the lexical analyzer can have more than one path. It can read again less than or 
equal to or other. If it reads the other, then state will not change and scanner recognize that less than 
operator is found. 
 
ArithmaticOpTrans______________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
«_______________ 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = add ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X17 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = increment ¶ q0 = X17 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X19 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X17 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X20 • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = mul ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X34 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X34 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X35 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = sub ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X36 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; op: Op | q0 e states ¶ op e operators ¶ op = equalto ¶ q0 = X36 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X37 ¶ q1 e finals • trans1 (q0, op) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
 
f) There exits an operator op and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, op belongs to Op and q0 belongs to 
state and q0 is equal to X18 and operator is equal to add. trans1 (q0, op) = q1 where transaction 
function acting on q0 and operator op and give a next state q1 that is equal to X19. After reading the 
add operator, the lexical analyzer can have more than one path. It can read again increment or add 
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equal to or other. If it reads the other, then state will not change and scanner recognize that add 
operator is found. 
 
»_NumberTrans_________________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
Æpoint:digit1 
Æplus:digit1 
Æminus:digit1 
ÆE:digit1 
«_______________ 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X3 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ q0 = X3 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X3 ¶ q1 e finals • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X3 ¶ d e digit1 ¶ d = point 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X5 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X5 ¶ d e digit1 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X6 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X6 ¶ d e digit1 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X7 ¶ q1 e finals • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ q0 = X6 ¶ d = E 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X8 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ d = minus v d = plus ¶ q0 = X8 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X9 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ q0 = X8 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X10 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ q0 = X9 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X10 ¶ q1 e finals • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d e digit1 ¶ d = E ¶ q0 = X3 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X8 • trans2 (q0, d) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
 
f) There exists a digit d and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, d belongs to digit1 and q0 belongs to 
state and q0 is equal to X0 and operator is equal to add. trans2 (q0, d) = q1 where transaction function 
acting on q0 and digit d and give a next state q1 that is equal to X3. After reading the d digit, the lexical 
analyzer can have more than one path. It can read again digit or point or E. If it reads the other, then 
state will not change and scanner recognize that integer is found. If it reads the point, then state will 
change and the next state will be X5.  
If it reads the exponent E, then state will change and the next state will be X8. At state X5 it will read digit then 
move to next state X7. It can read more digits at this state but when the other character is entered by the user, it 
recognizes the float Number. At state X6, it will read exponent E then moves to next state X8. At X8 it can read 
plus or minus and goes to next state X9. At x9 it will read digit and goes to state X10. When it reads the other it 
goes to final state and recognizes that the exponent number is found. 
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»_SDQuotes __________________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
Æed: digit1 
«_______________ 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 ¶ p = singleqstart 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X12 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
Æ(Eq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X12 ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 
Æ    • (Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ a = ea ¶ q1 = X13 • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)) 
Æv (Eq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d = ed ¶ q0 = X12 
Æ      • (Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X13 • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)) 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X13 ¶ p = singleqend 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X14 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 ¶ p = doubleqstart 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X15 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X15 ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ a = ea ¶ q1 = X15 • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X15 ¶ p = doubleqend 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X16 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 ¶ p = semicolon 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X25 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
 
f) There exists a Punctuation Pun and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, p belongs to Pun and q0 
belongs to state and q0 is equal to X0 and p is equal to singleqstart. trans3 (q0, p) = q1 where 
transaction function acting on q0 and Pun p and give a next state q1 that is equal to X12. We want to 
recognize letter or digit at state X12 from moving the next state X13. Another transition function trans 
(q0, (d, a)) = q1)) is used that is acting on q0 and order pair d and a and gives a next state q1 that is 
equal to X13. At X13 it reads the single qend and moves to next state which is equal to X14. The scanner 
recognizes that the single quotes is found. 
 
g) There exists a Punctuation Pun and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, p belongs to Pun and q0 
belongs to state and q0 is equal to X0 and p is equal to doubleqstart. trans3 (q0, p) = q1 where 
transaction function acting on q0 and Pun p and give a next state q1 that is equal to X15. We want to 
recognize letters or digits at state X12 and will not change the states. Another transition function trans 
(q0, (d, a)) = q1)) is used that is acting on q0 and order pair d and a and gives a next state q1 that is 
equal to X15. At X15 it reads the double qend and moves to next state which is equal to X14. The 
scanner recognizes that the double quotes is found. 
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_Comments __________________________________ 
ÆΞLexicalAnalyzer 
Æed: digit1 
«_______________ 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 ¶ p = slash 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X30 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X30 ¶ p = star 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X31 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
Æ(Eq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X31 ¶ a e alpha ¶ d e digit1 
Æ    • (Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ a = ea ¶ q1 = X31 • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)) 
Æv (Eq0: Q; a: A; d: digit1 | q0 e states ¶ d = ed ¶ q0 = X31 
Æ      • (Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X31 • trans (q0, (d, a)) = q1)) 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X31 ¶ p = star 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X32 • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; p: Pun | q0 e states ¶ q0 = X32 ¶ p = slash 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X33 ¶ q1 e finals • trans3 (q0, p) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
f) There exists a Punctuation Pun and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, p belongs to Pun and q0 
belongs to state and q0 is equal to X0 and p is equal to slash. trans3 (q0, p) = q1 where transaction 
function acting on q0 and Pun p and give a next state q1 that is equal to X30. When reaching at X30, we 
will read punctuation marks p that is equal to star and we obtain next state q1 which is equal to X31. 
We want to recognize letter or digit at state X31 and will not change the state. Then we read 
punctuation symbol star and go to another state q1 that is equal to X32. At X32 we will read slash and 
go to final state that is X33. The compiler ignores the comments and treated as blanks. 
 
R := rword 
a data type R is give a message when a reserved word is found in the specification. 
 
 
 
»_R_IF ____________________________________ 
Æ ΞLexicalAnalyzer 
Æi: A 
Æf: A 
Æreport: P R 
«_______________ 
Æ Eq0: Q; a: A | a = i ¶ q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X40 • trans4 (q0, a) = q1 
ÆEq0: Q; a: A; report1: report 
Æ   | a = f ¶ report1 = rword ¶ q0 e states ¶ q0 = X0 
Æ   • Eq1: Q | q1 e states ¶ q1 = X41 • trans4 (q0, a) = q1 
–_______________________________________ 
 
There exits an alphabet a and states q0 and q1 an output alphabet, a belongs to alpha and q0 belongs to state 
and q0 is equal to X0 and a is equal to i. trans4 (q0, a) = q1 where transaction function acting on q0 and alpha 
a and give a next state q1 that is equal to X40. At X40 it will read another character that is f and gives a report 
that reserved word found and changes its state from X40 to X41. we may write all specification of punctuation 
marks, number and operators. In this paper we gave an procedure of representing the formal specification of 
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lexical analyzer in Z-eves, it will also increase the modeling power of lexical analysis because the integration of 
automata and Z will increase the modeling power. The trans function for recognizing the operator will be trans1: 
Q x Op f Q and recognizing the punctuation marks will be trans3: Q x Pun f Q and for number is trans2: Q x digit1 
f Q. 
 
3. Conclusion and Future Work. Every software is totally dependent on the compiler, either it is safety 
critical or not its mean the compiler should be bugs and error free. In this work we have presented the formal 
specification and verification of a recognizing the Identifier and Reserved word of Lexical Analyzer. Formal 
verification of compiler optimization is very important and may be verified later in Z specification. 
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